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Abstract 

In this essay, I have examined how wicca and witchcraft interacts with femininity 

and female empowerment. Wicca and witchcraft have become popular new-age 

movements which has a large presence online, where different accounts post con-

tent relation to their beliefs and practises. I have chosen to study one of these ac-

counts found on Instagram, using a feminist empowerment theory and a construc-

tionist perspective. The research questions are concerning the messages that are 

being conveyed through the posted content, the nature of the witch or wiccan iden-

tity as constructed on the Instagram account, and whether these two combined cre-

ate a digital environment which aims to and succeeds in empowering women. I have 

done this by collecting the last 100 images posted on the account as of April 1st, and 

conducting content analysis on those images, coding them, and sorting them into 

categories through an inductive approach. Once the images have been sorted into 

the appropriate categories I use a feminist empowerment theory to analyse how 

empowerment is created through the posts.  

 

In the study, I have found that the content of the chosen Instagram account can be 

said to have an empowering message. The categories found through the study are 

Acceptance, Advertisement, Astrology, Death/Darkness, Fashion/Style, Friend-

ship, Magic, Manifestation, Romance, Self-Improvement, and Sexuality.  Together, 

these categories construct an image of wicca and witchcraft as a movement which 

encourages its practitioners/followers to gain confidence, work toward their goals, 

break norms, and value their relationships, while simultaneously conveying ac-

ceptance of one’s own flaws and quirks. The nature of the magic/supernatural ele-

ments of the posted content were usually different rites and practises that could help 

one open, be more confident, and let go of harmful or negative aspects in life. Fur-

ther, I found that the account could also be said to spiritually empower women as 

they take charge of their own beliefs and together construct the religion that they 

wish to be part of.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

The new-age movements of witchcraft and wicca have taken a hold of certain com-

munities on the internet, where they are growing and spreading in popularity. These 

movements have an inherently feminine aspect to them which seems to hold an 

appeal among young women internationally, as these movements grow and take 

their form among believers and practitioners (Spajic, 2020 p 52-53). The wicca and 

witchcraft movements, which seem to somewhat blend on many online platforms, 

have many interlocking and connected, yet somewhat differentiated, groups – there 

are beliefs of “mother nature” as a holy entity, manifestation, magical crystals, 

spells, powers and potions, astrology, and many other varied beliefs. This variation 

and lack of unity can both cause infighting between the different groups, but the 

many different variants which all go under the names of wicca and witchcraft also 

lead to complex theological debates and discussions (Miller, 2022 p 7, 13-16). In 

this study, I will attempt to create a better understanding of how these movements 

are portrayed online and how that influences the self-image of young women. I will 

do this by using the posts on one Instagram account, which works as a collection of 

posts from multiple people. I will attempt to determine what type of witchy or wic-

can identity is crafted on the chosen page, and how and why that particular page 

interacts with the feminine and spiritual nature of what witchcraft is, and whether 

or not it empowers the practitioners to feel like they have power over their choices, 

bodies, and both personal and spiritual lives.  

 

The feminine nature of wicca and witchcraft further interacts with questions of em-

powerment among its practitioners on a religious level. The questions I’m asking 

are relevant as religion and modernity intermingle in a new age of technology and 

social reform, where women’s empowerment and the longing for spiritual experi-

ences and belonging conflicts with the classically more masculine centred tradi-

tional religious movements such as Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, and 

Buddhism, amongst others (Spajic, 2020 p 3, Lövheim, 2013 p 156-157). When 

asking whether a new-age religious movement can be considered empowering, I 

will take both personal and spiritual empowerment into consideration.  

 

 

1.2. Purpose Statement and Goal 

The purpose of this study is to examine the nature of how an Instagram account that 

focuses on witchcraft and wicca is used to portray and communicate with its fol-

lowers on the topics of witchcraft, magic, and femininity. This in order to gain 
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insight into how the new age movements surrounding wicca and witchcraft may 

affect its followers. I also want to examine what types of messages and focus points 

takes their form in the images posted on the examined account, and whether these 

messages can be considered empowering. My goal is to show how the different 

aspects of wicca and witchcraft, as communicated in images posted on the chosen 

Instagram account, come together to create female empowerment in a new and 

modern interpretation of what religion can be.  

 

1.3. Research Questions 

1. What different messages are communicated to viewers through the posted 

content on the Instagram account? 

2. How is a witchy or wiccan identity constructed through the posted content? 

3. In what ways can female empowerment be said to be constructed within the 

witchcraft and wiccan new-age movements as seen on the Instagram page? 

 

1.4. Scope and Limitations 

In this study, I am examining the nature of wicca and witchcraft in relation to gen-

der, but an important aspect of the study is also the fact that I am examining these 

in relation to how they are portrayed on an Instagram account. This means that there 

are many interesting questions to ask regarding how a new media such as Instagram 

interacts with a religious movement and what influences, limitations, and opportu-

nities such a media could bring. However, as answering those questions would 

make this study much too broad, I will only touch on them briefly, and not go fur-

ther into mediatization theory and the aspects of that side of this study.  

 

I will also not be able to examine the nature of wicca and witchcraft as it is portrayed 

on all of Instagram, which is why I have elected to choose one account and delve 

deeper into the portrayal of the movements on that specific account. I have also 

elected not to include comments made by followers on the posts of the account in 

the data collection. This is due to the fact that a vast majority of comments on the 

posts made by the account consist of followers tagging each other and their friends 

(a way of “sending” the post to another person), emojis (little images sent to display 

an emotion as a reaction to the posted content) and similar things that I have deemed 

to be nonconsequential to the study.  

 

I have also chosen to conduct this study on one specific account rather than by 

following a hashtag. A hashtag is a way of making posted content on Instagram and 

other social media, so that in can be searched and you can find relevant content 

from multiple different creators who post about the same topic. The hashtag usually 

consists of one word, or one phrase strung together. The hashtag might seem bene-

ficial to the study as it shows a wider range of content, communicated by a multi-

tude of different people on their accounts, rather than limiting the scope of the study 

the be only one account. However, the reason I have elected not to use a hashtag is 

because of the way that the hashtag system is used on Instagram – posts that are not 

relevant to the topic of the hashtag are often tagged with that hashtag nevertheless, 
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in order to increase the visibility of a post. This means that if I were to choose to 

use all content posted with for example the hashtag #wicca or #witchcraft, the con-

tent would be full of advertisements, selfies, and other arbitrary content which 

would not be relevant for the purpose of this study.  

 

1.5. Previous Research  

No previous research has been conducted on this exact topic, but there are some 

studies with adjacent subject matters. In a recent study from 2022, Chris Miller, a 

PhD candidate and instructor at the University of Waterloo in Canada, did an ex-

ploratory study of witchcraft on TikTok, another even more recent social media. 

Miller explored how TikTok as a media worked to create a virtual space where 

likeminded people felt included and were enabled to find others with shared inter-

ests while also forming a community (Miller, 2022). Miller goes through the 

hashtag #WitchTok, a popular marker of content relating to witchcraft, and other 

adjacent hashtags such as #WitchesOfTikTok, #WitchTikTok, and #VvitchTok 

(Miller, 2022 p 3). There hashtags were monitored daily, and Miller also read com-

ment sections to examine how other viewers were interacting with the posts. In his 

exploration, Miller became familiar with the content and its creators and culture, 

and then chose a selection of 376 videos to examine in a closer systematical textural 

analysis (method will be described below in the methodology section of this paper).  

 

In his research, Miller grouped the videos into categories to explain the different 

behaviors and trends he found within the #WitchTok group. He particularly focuses 

on the material nature of the movement and the focus on things in the religion, the 

importance of appearance and image – being “witchy” – as well as different ten-

sions and infighting within the community (Miller, 2022 p 7, 13-16). In his conclu-

sion, Miller reflects on how #WitchTok both work as a community to discuss the-

ology, develop your religious beliefs and spiritual sides, as well as a consumeristic 

and aesthetically centered place where magic might seem expensive, fanciful, and 

superficial (Miller, 2022 p 16-18).   

 

Regarding feminist theory and female empowerment in digital medias, there is a 

study by Mia Lövheim and Evelina Lundmark of Uppsala University from 2019 

called “Gender, Religion and Authority in Digital Media” which examines 

women’s authority and confidence in speaking out about religion and religious be-

liefs in digital media. Using data from previous research they examined the posted 

content and comment sections of bloggers and YouTubers from Sweden and the US 

respectively (Lövheim & Lundmark, 2019 p 25-26). The study focuses on how dig-

ital media enable a new form of authority – unlike traditional authorities within 

religions, being preachers or other similar figures, women on social media use their 

digital platforms to create an interactive and personal space where they and their 

viewers/readers can share personal experiences and beliefs without official author-

ity, but rather with the authority of advice from a “friend, moderator, mediator, role-

model, or professional entrepreneur” (Lövheim & Lundmark, 2019 p 26). Lövheim 

and Lundmark find in their study that in creating and expressing religious authority 

beyond any official capacity, it becomes crucial to create trust between the poster 

and the consumer, and vulnerability is a key factor in making yourself seem 
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authentic and your content easier to trust. Lövheim and Lundmark write that 

“[a]cknowledging and embracing dependency, similarity, and solidarity is a way of 

ensuring legitimacy as well as enacting a different ideal of authority” (Lövheim and 

Lundmark, 2019 p 36).  

 

Further, there is a study conducted in 2020 by Ana-Marija Spajic, a previous mas-

ter’s student at Uppsala University, for her degree. The study is called “Women’s 

empowerment in neo-paganism: A study of power and gender and what we can 

learn about women’s empowerment in Neo-Paganism”, and it aims to understand 

if and how neo-paganism, including the wicca movement amongst others, moves to 

empower female voices, in contrast to the more traditional religious institutions 

where women “[too often have secondary places]” (Spajic, 2020 p 3). Spajic uses 

mixed methods for her study, including an online survey, interviews, and a variety 

of scholarly literature to answer her simple research question: does neo-paganism 

empower women? (Spajic, 2020 p 10). Spajic finds that the nature of empowerment 

is very complex, and that neo-paganism may help to empower women in many 

ways, depending on culture and ways of participating, but that empowerment is not 

guaranteed simply because one joins a neo-paganist movement (Spajic, 2020 p 52). 

Spajic also focuses on more official and organized versions of neo-paganist move-

ments and finds that on some occasions internal conflicts and insufficient or mis-

guided leadership may cause groups to become divided and mistrustful, and hinder-

ing members and practitioners to move towards empowerment (Spajic, 2020 p 52-

53). She also finds that most neo-paganist movements “celebrate the feminine; 

women are often leaders of groups, groves, and covens, [and] goddesses are deemed 

higher than gods” (Spajic, 2020 p 52-53). This is, according to Spajic, an example 

of how and why the neo-paganist movements still do empower women in many 

cases.  

 

I would also like to mention a study by Felicia Nyberget on the topic of witches 

who are active on the app and website YouTube. Specifically, Nyberget studies 

three American and British wiccan youtubers and their portrayal of the wiccan hol-

iday Samhain, which is an originally Gaelic festival celebrated in November as the 

end of the harvest season and beginning of winter – modern day, this holiday is 

celebrated by wiccan practitioners at the same time as Halloween. Nyberget com-

pares the modern descriptions and portrayals of Samhain by the chosen youtubers, 

to traditional literature regarding the same holiday as it was celebrated in Ireland 

and Great Britain before it was christened (Nyberget, 2021 p 3). Nyberget applies 

a theory of “occulture” to her study, in which there are certain parts of hedonic 

religion which are highlighted by practitioners and teachers within that religion. 

These highlighted aspects include acceptance, harmonization, and a particular focus 

on Goddess-worship (Nyberget, 2021 p 6-9). In the study, it’s found that the theory 

of occulture is applicable to the youtubers depictions of Samhain, in that they use 

different magical objects, highlight spirits, fairies, goddesses and gods, and encour-

age the individual to practice the religion in a way that feels right to themselves as 

individuals, rather than follow exact rules (Nyberget, 2021 p 22). All the YouTube 

witches examined in the study also focus on the “higher self”, on community and 

on nature and inherent magic within it (Nyberget, 2021 p 22). The historical Gaelic 

holiday of Samhain is adapted to suit the wiccan “occulture”, but the core of the 

holiday is still intact as it is presented by the YouTube witches as a celebration of 
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the passage of the seasons, from one to another, and the beauty of that natural pro-

cess (Nyberget, 2021 p 22).  

 

Lastly, I’d like to discuss a Swedish study on gender and new-age religion, “Gu-

dinnan och kvinnligheten: En feministisk analys av språket kring kön, kropp och 

kvinnlighet inom samtida svensk gudinnereligiositet”, conducted by Elin Bååth in 

2012. This study is conducted specifically on Swedish new-age goddess-worship-

ing religions and discusses the language used in their practises and literature in re-

lationship to various feminist and patriarchal ideas about religion, bodies, and gen-

der (Bååth, 2012 p 2). Bååth aims to examine the central character and symbol of 

the “Goddess”, and analyse the various perspectives regarding this symbol, to see 

how they relate to the topics of femininity, and different values of power ascribed 

to the body, gender, sex, and womanhood (Bååth, 2012 p 6). The study was con-

ducted by interviewing four different women who are believers in the studied “God-

dess-religiosity”. The interviews were conducted using open questions regarding 

the term Goddess, gender/sex, body, and femininity, which were afterward analysed 

using a feminist theory and perspective (Bååth, 2012 p 14-15). Bååth found that the 

nature of the religiosity was primarily not focused on deciding or describing ulti-

mate truths about one specific Goddess, or one specific point of view on gender, 

sex, or femininity. Rather, the focus was on highlighting the personal experience 

and one’s own point of view (Bååth, 2012 p 62). Through this she also found that 

it was not desirable within this religious movement to have unity and perfect align-

ment between all practitioners; dissonance was not shied away from, but rather em-

braced (Bååth, 2012 p 63). She also found that it was within the stories and literature 

that she found the most common and agreed upon among the different practitioners, 

that she found most patriarchal structures and clear divides of what was male and 

what was female, meaning that the dissonance between practitioners helped create 

a more feminist way of thinking and speaking regarding womanhood, gender and 

bodies (Bååth, 2012 p 63).  

1.6. Material 

The material I aim to examine consists of the last 100 images posted by the account 

@witchyfeelings_ on Instagram, as of the date April 1st, 2022. The account 

Witchyfeelings_ has over 500 000 followers, and most posts by the account get 

somewhere between 5000-10000 “likes”. The account has a total of over 4000 posts 

already and posts new images on a near daily basis, which is why it would be un-

feasible for me to aim to analyse all of them. The material is entirely visual in the 

fact that they are posted as images, but many of the posts also contain text. I chose 

this account because it has a wide variety of content and is one of the largest witch-

craft focused accounts on Instagram. It is not an account which is following one 

practitioner and their journey with wicca, but rather a collection of content that has 

been gathered and curated from various other sources. It is, in short, a melting pot 

of different interpretations of what the witchcraft and wicca movements can and 

should contain. Therefore, I deem it to be a suitable source when trying to under-

stand the wiccan and witchcraft movements on a broader spectrum; however, the 

scope of the study is of course limited by the fact it is only one account amongst 

countless others, and the content gathered on the account is most likely curated by 

one single person – making it very possible that the content is not completely 
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representative of any group as a whole, and this especially in regards to agency and 

personal differences and influences.  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework  

2.1. Social Constructivism 

 

 

This study is conducted with a social constructivist approach. The social construc-

tivist approach theorizes that the way we view, understand, and speak of events, 

things and people in the world does not directly represent and reflect how things 

actually are, but rather that we construct our perspectives based on the language 

used to describe things in the world (Burr & Dick, 2017 p 59). This, in short, means 

that the language we use and the image we portray around a certain topic, forms 

how that topic is perceived and understood by others – we construct our own reali-

ties through the portrayal of that reality. While social constructivists agree that peo-

ple, things, and events have definite characteristics and measurable properties, there 

is a certain interest in the topic of why and how certain characteristics assume a 

greater importance than others, and receive certain positive or negative values and 

connotations – i.e., good, bad, smart, stupid, advanced, simple, pretty, ugly, etc. 

(Burr & Dick, 2017 p 59). 

 

Social constructivism also focuses on power and power relations, and how certain 

roles of power are created through language and communication. For example, peo-

ple with certain professions and occupations are perceived to have a higher status 

than others, such as doctors, which then allows doctors and establishments around 

doctors, such as hospitals and medical school, to accrue more authority and power 

as well (Burr & Dick, 2017 p 62-63). This can also be applied to religion and media, 

as social constructivism applies on both a societal and interpersonal level. As a self-

image is constructed on Instagram by our own individual accounts, and accounts 

representing us that we follow. The reason why this approach is used in this study 

is to show the influence of language and communication through images – when 

discussing empowerment and the construction of an identity through posted con-

tent, it should be made clear that this type of communication can be used to truly 

influence the world and the power we feel we have within it.  

2.2. Feminist Theory and Empowerment 

In working with my research questions, I will be using feminist theory to analyse 

how gender and religion interacts within the wiccan and witchcraft movements. I 

have chosen this theory because it is a lens through which we may gain an under-

standing of a gendered religion and its purpose in relation to gender inequality, and 

the theory can be used to examine gender roles and gender empowerment. In this 

study, I aim to understand how witchcraft is used to empower its practitioners, and 
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with that I need to gain an understanding of how women use different symbols 

within their communication to portray different interests, experiences, and social 

roles, and their feelings regarding those roles. Gender and religion are undeniably 

heavily connected, as gender and gender roles are both created, expressed, and en-

acted in religious symbols, traditions, and legends, which further decides how these 

symbols are interpreted and form religious practises and social constructs (Lö-

vheim, 2013 p 156). As women’s authority and ability to express themselves about 

religion develops with the invention of new media – everything from when the 

printing press was first invented to the new app TikTok included – women’s bodies, 

everyday lives, interpersonal relationships, and the like become both a source for 

authority and a reason for backlash from traditional religious figures and establish-

ments (Lövheim, 2013 p 157).  

 

As feminism and religion interact within both traditional and new-age religious 

movements, we can see that while women have been excluded from positions of 

authority, power and decision-making within older religions, spiritual women use 

their creativity and emancipating potential to move forward and create their own 

authority, either by bringing the traditional religion into a new medium, or by find-

ing another more modern movement (Lövheim, 2013 p 157). With all this in mind, 

the aspect of feminist theory I intend to focus on is specifically the concept of em-

powerment. In 2009, Saeid Abbasian and Carina Bildt wrote the following:  

The common dimension in the definitions of empowerment is power: power to influ-
ence one’s own life, power to make one's own choices and the power to act upon these 
choices […] The process of empowerment aims to increase women’s ability to act as 
well as give them power over their own lives. (p 3) 

 

However, empowerment can also be a shift in mentality and mental wellbeing. Em-

powerment is a way of increasing confidence and ability to act on one’s own feel-

ings and in one’s own interest and reducing the appearance of personal and socially 

constructed obstacles that stand in the way of a member of a marginalized group 

being able to act independently (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 18). Furthermore, Addelyan 

Rasi highlights three important aspects of what empowerment looks like. Firstly, 

empowerment creates a more self-efficient and positive perspective of the self – 

you gain confidence and a better self-image. Secondly, you build knowledge and 

perspective about the reality and relationships of the world around you, and how 

things in it work. Lastly, you begin to work to achieve your goals, rather than act in 

a passive capacity, and actively work to cope with and adapt to the situations around 

you in a more effective way (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19).  She summarizes by stating 

that:  

The empowerment approach contributes to well‐being and the overall goal of empow-
erment is to improve [quality of life] and gain social justice by focusing on more con-
trol in personal decision making, learning new ways to think about situations, and 
implementing behaviours that lead to individually more satisfying and rewarding out-
comes through self‐determination. (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19)  

2.3. Operationalization 

In this study, I will use a social constructivist approach to examine how the various 

messages that are communicated by the posts on the Instagram account 

@witchyfeelings_ can help viewers and followers to construct a new view of 
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themselves and their self-efficacy. The focus will be on the empowering and femi-

nine nature of the content, and how the different symbols might help a content con-

sumer feel more enabled to take charge in their own lives and build up a perspective 

of themselves as powerful and in control.  

This will be done by first using an inductive coding and categorization of the ma-

terial, where the images will be sorted into groups in an open and more free way, 

and then following that the categories will be analysed through a lens of feminist 

theory and empowerment. More details of how this was done can be found in chap-

ter 3.1. Method. For the analysis, the purpose of the categories is to have a way to 

group and overlook the material of the study and apply the theory to said groups of 

content. I will attempt to apply the theory of empowerment as described above to 

the nature of the messages communicated to the followers and to conclude whether 

these types of messages in these different categories can be said to be an attempt at 

helping to construct a feminist empowering identity. This will be done by trying to 

find connections between empowerment and the different codes and themes that 

exist in each found category.  

 

I will also further examine which view of what is feminine is portrayed in the ma-

terial, and how that interacts with the empowering nature of the content. Does the 

material convey any types of gender roles? If so, what gender roles are there? Do 

these gender roles damage or enhance the empowerment of the viewers of the con-

tent? In order to analyse the results of the study to answer my research questions, I 

will aim to answer the following questions in the analysis:  

  

1. What expectations and portrayals of gender are there within the contents of 

images posted on the Witchyfeelings_ account? 

2. How do these messages interact to construct a digital environment where 

women feel empowered? 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1. Method 

My relationship to wicca and witchcraft is limited – I have chosen to study it be-

cause I am I near daily user of Instagram, and I myself have seen the increase of 

posts and content relating to witchcraft, magic and the “witchy aesthetic”. I am not 

a practitioner or believer myself, nor do I follow the account that I have chosen to 

study – I sought this account out specifically for the study.   

 

The material for the study is collected and saved – the last 100 pictures posted on 

the account. The account is open to the public and can be viewed by anyone, and 

pictures can be saved by taking a screenshot of the content, including date posted 

and the number of likes. After having saved all the photos, which can be viewed in 

compendium 1, I will start the analysis.  

 

To work with my chosen material, I will use content analysis, which is a version of 

textual analysis that is primarily used to interpret messages and describe character-

istics of different mediums. The ‘text’ does not have to be words in a document or 

book but can refer to any type of recorded message that uses symbols – images 

posted on Instagram certainly falls under this category (Nelson & Woods, 2011 p 

109). Content analysis is a multi-facetted tool as a method, particularly in its use 

summarize and structure a large amount of collected data and will help me in gain-

ing insight into the different ways messages are communicated in the material (Nel-

son & Woods, 2011 p 111). Content analysis is also excellent for its benefits in 

aiding with drawing conclusions and analyzing phenomena and patterns which ap-

pear in the data (Nelson & Woods, 2011 p 111-112). 

 

The analysis is done by repeatedly going through all the material and coding it. This 

requires that I “identify the proper message units to be coded” (Nelson & Woods, 

2011 p 113) – meaning I find symbols and messages within the posted images, 

count them, and sort them into categories. The codes were found inductively and 

included both very concrete features of the images, such as images of jewellery, 

crystals, candles, skulls, names of the astrological signs; and more abstract codes, 

such as words of encouragement, happiness, nakedness, promiscuousness, friendli-

ness, etc. These above mentioned codes of analysis were in this study both visual 

and written depictions of different forms of magic, femininity, astrology, relation-

ships, and the like, all of which exist with varying frequency within the images 

posted on the account. Using an inductive method, I divide all the symbols up into 

categories, which may or may not be relevant to the theory of empowerment. All 

categories that I find and can be defined somewhat clearly are included. This means 

that I have not planned out categories in advance, but rather try to let the material 

speak for itself in creating whatever categories I deem as necessary while working 
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with the units. However, after the coding stage where I try to let the material “speak 

for itself” in creating the categories, I then go deeper into the analysis of these cat-

egories and in trying to understand what they can together tell me and what themes 

appear to be prevalent, using feminist theory and empowerment. Meaning that, as I 

look for specific codes in the material (which have for example been images or 

mentions of skulls, decay, death, cynicism and murder for the category of 

Death/Darkness), I am attempting to work freely from the theory and hypothesis of 

this study. As I then move to analyse the nature of the categories I found and the 

images that belong in those categories, I start to apply my theory to the work, by 

looking for connections between the theory and the material – and specifically how 

the material can be seen to be constructing empowering messages.  

 

3.2. Validity 

Regarding the validity of the study, I am mainly focusing on internal validity, rather 

than external validity. Since the methodology of the study is to examine only one 

account, it is impossible to say that the results of the study on this single account 

can be generalized for every wicca or witchcraft focused account and its followers 

across media or even on Instagram. Other accounts may have other creators and 

curators of content who have a different understanding of what wicca and witchcraft 

are, and what type of images they chose to share. As stated in both Spajic (2020) 

and Miller (2022), the variations in both practice and opinion on wicca and witch-

craft are wide since the movements do not have rules or holy texts that all practi-

tioners subscribe to. This means that differences within the culture of wicca and 

witchcraft are significant, and one account cannot be used as a study to show of 

empowerment within all wiccan or witchcraft movements. While the account does 

have 500 000 followers, and is significant as an insight into that group, neither the 

questions nor the results of the study aim to make any general statements of fact 

about the movement of wicca and witchcraft in general and at large.  

 

In my focus on internal validity, I will try to examine my material both through the 

lens of empowerment and what may empower women, but also try and understand 

the material and its message from other points of view – what type of identity is 

constructed through the images posted on the site, and would that truly be an iden-

tity which is empowering? Who will be empowered by the type of content posted 

on the page, are some people less likely have a positive response to it? This type of 

comparative reasoning will make the analysis more discussion focused (Larsson, 

2005 p 32-33). This work is also built with an emphasis on consistency – the work 

is based on the internal logic of the fact that wicca and witchcraft is a new-age 

movement with attracts mainly women, have women in positions of power, and 

logically it follows, that there must be some reason that women are attracted to this 

movement, and that is what I aim to examine. While my theoretical approach hy-

pothesizes that these movements empower women, I will let the material speak for 

itself, and if I find other reasons as to why these movements attract female follow-

ers, I will follow that logic and examine the alternative options and other interpre-

tations of the phenomenon (Larsson, 2005 p 38-39).  
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In making sure that my reasoning in both conducting my analysis and drawing con-

clusions is clear, transparent, and easy to follow throughout, I believe the study will 

be easy to comprehend and that the logic of the study can be followed though from 

start to finish.  

3.3. Ethics 

Because the contents of the material used in this study are readily available on the 

internet and have been published for public consumption, there is no obligation for 

me to get it anonymized or approved by an ethical council. However, since 

usernames are shown in the comments section of the images in the results, there 

needs to be consideration taken to the individual commenter as well as the group of 

followers as a whole.  

 

Most of the comments posted are not of a sensitive nature, but as the comments 

provide direct links to access personal pages, I have still elected to hide the 

usernames of posters of comments and the accounts that they link to. The reason 

for this is that content posted publicly on the internet may not always be considered 

as publicly accessible as it is by the poster, who may believe that it would only be 

read by a select few. By hiding names of commenters, I am ensuring that if any 

person who had made comments or been mentioned in a comment were to remove 

the comments from the page, a reader of this study could not find the account of the 

individual as easily, while still having comments be part of the experience and con-

text as the reader of the study views the compendium or the results. That way I can 

protect the individual and the group, and simultaneously help ensure that future 

studies on the topic are not damaged by a lack of willingness to publish comments 

and respond to content brought on by a belief of anonymity which was not pro-

tected.   
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis  

4.1. Results 

 

Through the sorting of the last 100 images posted on the account, I found 11 differ-

ent categories. These are as follows: Acceptance, Advertisements, Astrology, 

Death/Darkness, Fashion/Style, Friendship, Magic, Manifestation, Romance, Self-

Improvement, and Sexuality. These results are not based on the research questions 

but rather found through an inductive sorting of the material for the study, and all 

200 images are included. In the analysis section following the results these catego-

ries and results will be analysed to answer the research questions. Any one image 

could have several symbols conveying messages from multiple different categories, 

which is why the total amount of images in all the categories summaries to 203 – 

meaning each image was on-average placed in 2 categories. The chart below shows 

the number of occurrences of symbols belonging in each category. 

 

 

Table 1 

 

Here in table 1, we can see that the most common symbols in the images posted on 

the page are astrology and self-improvement, followed by magic and romance, 

death/darkness, and fashion/style, and then acceptance, friendship, manifestation, 

and sexuality. There were also eight posts in the last 100 that appeared to be paid 

sponsorships, which I have marked as advertisement. Below, I have grouped some 
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of the similar categories together and will go further in depth about what the cate-

gories that are significant to the study entail.  

 

4.1.1. Acceptance and Self-improvement 

Into the categories of acceptance and self-improvement I have sorted symbols and 

meanings that touch upon how one should view and think of oneself. The category 

contains images that have text to encourage a change in one’s behaviour or way of 

thinking (image 1), new practices one should take up (image 2) and to accept one’s 

own flaws or difficult situations (image 3), or images that simulate growth and re-

flection (image 4).  

 

 

Image 1 (Death/Darkness, Self-improvement) 

In this image, we see a skeleton sitting on the ground, carrying an umbrella over its 

head with the caption “You’ll never find a rainbow if you are looking down.” This 

image was sorted into the self-improvement category, because it encourages view-

ers to hold their head up and look for and expect good things around them.  

 

 

Image 2 (Astrology, Magic, Self-improvement) 
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In this image we see six different behaviors with illustrations alongside, which can 

according to the caption help the viewer of the content “harness the confident en-

ergy of the full moon in Leo”. This image contains messages not only of advice and 

encouragement, but also a specific way of going about getting the desired results. 

We want to be more confident, and the way of getting there is by harnessing energy 

from the full moon by following the six steps presented in the image.  

 

 

Image 3 (Acceptance, Death/Darkness) 

This image portrays two bodies in front of a golden seal on a dark brown back-

ground. The two figures are in a fetal position, one is a skeleton and the other has 

green skin, with hollowed out eyes. The caption above the two figures reads “I love 

and accept you just as you are”. This image conveys to the viewer that though you 

may be flawed, you are still valuable and still accepted within the community. It 

communicates intrinsic human worth and acceptance. Other messages sorted into 

the category of acceptance include images with text such as “It’s okay not to be 

okay”, and “no matter what phases I go through, I will always remain whole”.  

 

 

Image 4 (Death/Darkness, Magic, Manifestation, Self-improvement)  
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In this image we see a nude woman sitting on the ground, with a dramatic sunset 

behind her and fossils and a human skull below her in the ground. Her chest and 

stomach are covered in glowing rune-like images, and has her legs crossed and arms 

above her head. This image, while completely without text, uses a traditional pose 

for meditation and the imagery of a golden glow to convey how meditation connects 

us to the world (roots) and can help us ascend (floating hair and glowing runes). 

The skull and fossils along with the sunset also convey a message of the cycle of 

life and death.  

 

4.1.2. Astrology, Magic, and Manifestation 

The categories of astrology, magic and manifestation are all connected to the su-

pernatural elements of wicca and witchcraft. Astrology is the belief that the patterns 

and movements of planets affect seasons, events, and personalities (Hamilton, 2015 

p 1-2). The images that contain these symbols vary, but the astrology category con-

tains a multitude of images that describe what the different star-signs are like as 

well as what a new “phase of the moon” will entail for people with different star 

signs (see image 2 and image 5). Images sorted into the magic category often con-

tained magical creatures, mentions of spells, or symbols of practising magic.   

  

 

Image 5 (Astrology, Magic, Self-Improvement) 

Manifesting is a type of practise often used side by side with terms like visualizing 

and affirming. These terms are used to describe a way of thinking and acting where 

the practitioner aligns their intentions with their hopes, dreams and wants. Mani-

festation is a practise that has become a popular topic on social media, which claims 

that if you want something to happen, or for something to change, a way of achiev-

ing that thing is to manifest it: believe in it, think about it, act as if it is already true, 

and through a combination of the power of the universe and your own work, it will 

become true (Nefertem, 2021). See image 6 for an example of an image posted on 

this theme.  
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Image 6 (Magic, Manifestation) 

Here we see a female body, surrounded by plants, the sun and moon, and crystals, 

along with the text “If you don’t ask for what you want, the answer will always be 

no”. Other posts with messages sorted into this category included different “affir-

mations” that the viewer of the content should say or think to themselves to shift 

their mindset and become more powerful or more fulfilled, or to open oneself up to 

becoming a better person, as well as a post of instructions of how to go about the 

practise of manifestation.  

 

4.1.3. Friendship and Romance 

These two categories contain the messages that in some way relate to interpersonal 

relationships, whether it be the romantic or platonic kind. Some messages were 

sorted into both categories, as the type of relationship portrayed was difficult to 

define. Images portraying relationship could be either entirely aesthetic in nature or 

containing other underlying messages about the nature of the relationship. Most of 

the images sorted into the category of friendship or romance displayed positive as-

pects of friendship and good relationships, however, two posts contained messages 

of what it feels like to be betrayed or disappointed within a relationship. Some im-

ages are more light-hearted, while others have a more serious or romantic tone. Of 

the posted images that are explicitly referencing romantic relationships, six of them 

have heterosexual relationships depicted, and one has a homosexual relationship 

depicted, between two women. In image 7 below, we see four lightly dressed 

women wearing Halloween masks and posing in a sexual way, with the text “happy 

galentine’s day”. The image was posted on valentine’s day, February 14th.  
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Image 7 (Death/Darkness, Friendship, Romance, Sexuality) 

 

4.1.4. Death/Darkness and Sexuality 

The categories of death/darkness and sexualities together add up to 29 images and 

are two of the smaller categories. These images are more subversive and refer to 

topics that can be viewed as more taboo. As seen in image 7, the sexual nature of 

the image can be both down to clothes and poses, or more explicit images. Out of 

the 12 images in the category of sexuality, four also appear in the category of 

death/darkness, with messages that convey both topics. In image 8, we can see an-

other example of this, where these images are used to advertise – meaning they are 

most likely not considered offensive by the viewers of the content. 

 

4.1.5. Advertisement and Fashion/Style  

Advertisement and fashion are the categories that contain images relating to the 

more consumerist side of wicca and witchcraft. The ads are for a variety of products 

and services, including fashion, jewellery, art prints, and sessions with a psychic. 

There are also posts which may not be advertising any other page or a specific busi-

ness but are highlighting clothes and outfits that are of a witchy aesthetic, which I 

have sorted into the category of fashion/style.  
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Image 8 (Advertisement, Death/Darkness, Fashion/style, Sexuality) 

In this image we see a woman posing in a sheer robe and lingerie, accompanied by 

the text “This is the “I just killed my rich husband” robe”. The image has a clear 

tag to the company that is selling it, and there is also a link that content viewers can 

click to go directly to the page of the seller. The nature of advertisement on Insta-

gram is that companies get in touch with pages that they believe have an audience 

that would appreciate their product and advertising style, meaning that the page has 

most probably been asked by the seller to call the robe a “I just killed my rich hus-

band”-robe.   
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4.2. Analysis  

 

When conducting the content analysis, I worked inductively and found the 11 above 

mentioned categories. These categories interact with each other to not only con-

struct different images of femininity and gender, but also to create a comprehensible 

image of what type of messages are conveyed to the followers of the account. These 

messages together construct the account’s portrayal of what it means to be both 

woman and wiccan or a part of the witchcraft movement. First, I will examine the 

question of how gender and gender roles are portrayed on the account, and how 

these portrayals of gender will influence the nature of the potential empowerment 

that takes place through the content on the Instagram account. It is here that the 

theory of feminism and empowerment will be applied to the results of the study. 

Then, the question of whether or not the movement can be considered empowering 

and how this is done can be answered by going through the types of messages that 

are found in the content, and whether or not they contain messages that would in-

crease “power to influence one’s own life, power to make one's own choices and 

the power to act upon these choices” (Abbasian & Bildt, 2009 p 3). In addition, 

identifying messages that help women feel more self-efficacious and confident, 

gain a different perspective on their relationships and their situations, and feel able 

to act and work to achieve the things they aspire to is also an identifier for empow-

erment (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19).  

 

4.2.1. Expectations and Portrayals of Gender 

If we delve further into the question of gender and gender roles, we see that women 

in the posts are portrayed in powerful poses, whether they be sexually explicit (see 

image 7 and image 8), or more ethereal and spiritual (see image 4 and image 6). 

While the sexual nature of the images can appear to be a negatively connotated 

gender role all on its own, especially with current social discussions regarding the 

sexualization and fetishization of women by men, these images can also be under-

stood from the religious perspective of women having been influenced to hide their 

bodies within religious circumstances for many years (Lövheim, 2013 p 156). From 

this perspective, the move to show the body freely and in a sexual way can instead 

be seen as a way of creating a new type of gender role where the woman is in control 

of how her own body is portrayed and viewed in media (Lövheim, 2013 p 157). 

This, alongside the fact that women are also frequently portrayed as ethereal and 

spiritually powerful, also creates a gender role of the woman as the gender that is 

closely in touch with the nature of the world and the higher planes of existence, 

creating a form of spiritual empowerment within the gender role. The overall nature 

of the content posted on the page highlights the complex nature of different person-

alities, wants, and wishes, and constructs the image that the woman viewing the 

content has every opportunity within herself and her own powers and abilities to 

achieve those wishes.  

 

While the results of this study show many types of feminine traits as well as words 

of encouragement that can be considered empowering, the sexual and occasionally 

subversive nature of the posted content may keep some people away from the pages 

and limit the amount of people who are attracted to the account and the movements 

it represents. More traditional and conservative followers might appreciate the 
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spiritual images while feeling uncomfortable with the amount of nudity and skin 

shown, as it has for so long been seen as taboo with women’s nude bodies and 

sexuality within religious groups (Lövheim, 2013 p 157). Also, women who do not 

feel represented by the types of bodies on display might feel like they are not in-

cluded; for example, within the last 100 images on the account there were only two 

depictions of Afro-Americans and none of women of a bigger size (see compen-

dium for full list of all images). This lack of diverse representation may influence 

the amount of recognition the followers feel in relation to the portrayal of the wic-

can or witchy woman. The portrayal of the beautiful, spiritual, yet sexual, white 

woman persists as an image of what femininity is throughout the posted content, 

with additions of rebelliousness and magic.  

4.2.2. Empowerment 

The messages on the account have both direct and indirect messages meant to en-

courage women. In this chapter I will go through all 11 categories in turn and ana-

lyse how their content may be empowering to the followers and the consumers. 

 

In the categories of self-improvement and acceptance there are literal statements 

and images that depict instructions and encouragement of things you can do (image 

2) and how to change your mindset (image 1) to have a happier and more fulfilling 

life. These images and many other alongside them convey to the viewer that they 

are in control of their own happiness, and that they can use their own habits and 

ways of thinking to improve their quality of life, which, according to Addelyan Rasi 

is one of the major goals of empowerment (2013, p 19). These types of posts vary 

in how they are portrayed but in general they both encourage viewers to accept that 

which they cannot change, things like their emotions and their flaws, while the self-

improvement focused posts then encourage them to work on themselves to feel bet-

ter, and not stay too focused on internal struggles. This way of communicating to 

viewers of the content with both messages together may be particularly effective in 

empowering, as it both says that it is okay to feel bad and not be perfect, but that 

there is always something the own individual can do to help themselves move for-

ward.   

 

The content on the page relation to magic can be seen as having a similar effect. 

When the women who view the content feel like they have no social power or lack 

a voice in a specific area of their life, using magic and other spiritual tools to regain 

that power is an option according to wiccan beliefs. The posts encouraging use of 

crystals and other magic all have a message of hope and otherworldliness that can 

encourage women to feel more in control, when otherwise control would be beyond 

them. Manifestation is a particularly interesting concept regarding magic – the be-

lief that simply really focusing on what you want and asking for it will cause the 

“universe” to be more likely to give you that thing, gives hope and meaning to a 

situation that may otherwise feel hopeless. But on the flipside of manifestation, one 

of the core aspects of the practise is that focusing on and asking for something is 

likely to make the person manifesting more likely to work for that thing, because it 

is always on their mind (Nefertem, 2021). This means that the posts relating to 

manifestation can both help people cope with unfair and difficult situations through 

hope and belief that fate, or the power of the universe, will sort things out for them, 
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while simultaneously encourage women to work to achieve their goals on their own 

(Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19).  

 

Astrology, which is the biggest category of all 11, is an interesting case. Many of 

the posts in the category of astrology describe types of personalities and traits as-

signed to the different astrological signs, what they may expect in the upcoming 

month, or how different signs are likely to communicate. These signs are assigned 

based on birth date, and according to believers in astrology is a predictor of what a 

person and their life will be like (Hamilton, 2015 p 1-2). This can also be seen as a 

way of constructing an identity which aligns with the astrological sign, and since 

almost all messages conveyed about any of them is positive and detailed, help the 

person who identifies with that sign feel seen and part of a bigger group. All of the 

posts about astrology that also give predictions about the future give positive pre-

dictions – this could both be frustrating if an individual puts a lot of weight on the 

prediction and then feels betrayed by it not coming true, but again it also would 

give hope to the viewer and encourage them to go into the upcoming month looking 

for good things to come their way, and perhaps seeking out those positive things 

themselves, contributing to both better mental wellbeing and self-efficacy 

(Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 18).  

 

The topic of relationships, both romantic and friendly, are also common in the con-

tent. The posts here depict healthy friendships and a mixture of both happy and 

unhappy romantic relationships. These depictions can help construct power within 

the friendships, creating a view that the bond between women is strong and power-

ful, while the bond between men and women in romantic relationships are more 

fragile. However, the mixture of positive and negative depictions of the romantic 

relationships also helps construct a view of anger, disappointment, and frustration 

in these types of relationship as completely normal, which can help viewers relate 

to the content further, and feel less ashamed or embarrassed when a relationship 

fails. This type of content, that shows that anger and sadness is okay, can help con-

struct a healthy way of coping with difficulties, which is a part of an empowering 

movement (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19).  

 

Regarding death/darkness and sexuality we see a reclaiming of topics and images 

that have previously been, and may in certain religious circles still be seen, as taboo. 

We can also see this with a majority of the fashion/style posts: Images of lightly 

dressed women, both in photographs and illustrations, and symbols of skulls and 

devils. These images may be viewed as being subversive, but on the account, they 

are used both in a provocative and in a fun and often light-hearted way. This can be 

seen as the poster of the content and owner of the account claiming the power to 

make their own choice about what type of content they want to post, and then using 

their power to act upon these choices (Abbasian & Bildt, 2009 p 3). Acting subver-

sive to classic religion and constructing what is acceptable and appropriate for their 

own movement in their new medium is a way that women can reclaim their spiritual 

power from traditional male-dominated religious movements (Lövheim, 2013 p 

157). 

 

Lastly, the advertisements on the page have a variety of messages aligned with 

them. As mentioned above, the ads are both for products such as jewellery and 

clothing, art and art prints, and services such as astrological readings. The products 
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themselves convey different meanings on their own, but the fact that there are ad-

vertisements at all speak to the consumerist aspect of wicca and witchcraft, and the 

fact that there is a market which seeks out products and services related to this type 

of religious movement.  

4.3. Conclusion 

Through this study I have aimed to examine the nature of wicca, and witchcraft, as 

portrayed on the account @Witchyfeelings_, to determine what types of messages 

are conveyed through the content posted on the page, and whether the nature of the 

witchy or wiccan identity as constructed on the page can be said to help create em-

powerment among the followers of the account and viewers of the content.  

 

To my first research question of what messages are communicated to viewers 

through the posted content on the Instagram account, I have through the study come 

up with the following answer: the message of the account is one of encouragement, 

acceptance, friendship, subversion, and a sprinkle of consumerism. These messages 

are conveyed through art and quotes and images displaying women in positions of 

power, women who are spiritually connected, and women giving advice, instruc-

tions, and support to other women. A large portion of the content is easy on the eyes 

and easy to consume, light-hearted and superficial, but many of the posts also con-

vey deeper meaning and support to the reader or viewer and can provide a change 

in perspective on the self or on the nature of the world around them.  

 

Regarding the second research question of how a witchy or wiccan identity is con-

structed on the account, we can see through looking at the posts that multiple as-

pects of witchcraft and wicca are all highlighted. The nature of wicca can vary 

widely from account to account, but on this one page, we can see a focus on sup-

porting and holding each other up, giving advice, relating to each other on an emo-

tional level and accepting each other as they are. While astrology and magic do 

feature quite heavily on the page (see table 1), spellcasting and goddess-worship 

are secondary to highlighting different types of women and different personalities. 

We also see a large amount of subversive content, which further influences the im-

age of the witch or the wiccan as a rebellious individual toward traditional gender 

roles and rules, as they have been formed through traditional religion. The witchy 

and wiccan identity is one of femininity, spirituality, and astrology. She is a woman 

who uses both the magic of the universe and her own innate power to make her 

dreams come true and come to a deeper understanding of herself and her nature, 

and she accepts and understands herself on a deep level. She allows herself to be 

spiritual, connected to the earth, sexual and dark, but also celebrates romance and 

healthy partnerships, and enjoys dressing in a way that may seem provocative.  

 

If we then move to the last research question regarding the ways that female em-

powerment can be said to be constructed within the wiccan and witchcraft new-age 

movements as seen on the Instagram page, we can connect this identity and these 

messages to the nature of empowerment. Do these messages help return and en-

hance power in the women who identify with it – i.e. do they give them “power to 

influence one’s own life, power to make one's own choices and the power to act 

upon these choices” (Abbasian & Bildt, 2009 p 3)? Do they help women “improve 
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[quality of life] and gain social justice by focusing on more control in personal de-

cision making, learning new ways to think about situations, and implementing be-

haviours that lead to individually more satisfying and rewarding outcomes through 

self‐determination” (Addelyan Rasi, 2013 p 19)? Through the analysis of the con-

tent, I have concluded that there seems to be an intention of creating an empowering 

digital environment – while there is a lack of diversity and some may feel uncom-

fortable with the level or sexuality, the nature of the content overall is supportive 

and encouraging and shows women in powerful positions where they own their 

bodies in an unconventional and sexual way. When we apply the social construc-

tivist perspective to the nature of the results of the study, we can see that the reality 

that is constructed on this account and in these circles certainly has a focus on in-

fluencing women to be more powerful and make their own decisions, by both por-

traying women who are already in those powerful positions and by encouraging 

viewers to follow suit. If we construct our own reality by describing and portraying 

it in a specific way, then surely, the empowering messages sent out on this Insta-

gram account can influence the way these women see themselves and carry them-

selves at least in a short term and limited group, and perhaps even help influence a 

greater change with a larger perspective. The nature of the magic aspect of wicca 

and witchcraft also highlight the empowering nature of the content, with magic used 

to highlight the feminine spirituality, astrology used to show how to make the most 

of different seasons and prepare women for what the future hold for them (see im-

age 5), and manifestation a way of both giving hope as a coping mechanism, and 

empowering women to work toward their goals. Further, the intention of the content 

is creating a space where women are the authority on their own spirituality, and 

through posting images and artwork from a variety of different sources, the curator 

of the content posted on the account brings women in so that they together all have 

a say in what being witchy, or wiccan, means. This claims power back to the prac-

titioner as they decide what is “good, bad, pretty, and ugly” within their constructed 

group.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

5.1. Theoretical reflection 

While feminist theory is a multifaceted tool that can be used for a variety of differ-

ent subjects of study to highlight different aspects of gender and gender relations, 

in this study I have used a mix of sources relating specifically to gender within 

religion (Lövheim, 2013), and the subject of empowerment for women (Abbasian 

& Bildt, 2009, and Addelyan Rasi, 2013). Together, these studies create an over-

view of insight into the topic I have studied. However, I do believe that there is 

reason to develop a narrower theory that is specifically related to all three: empow-

erment amongst women in religious circles. The development of new-age and neo-

paganist movements that highlight femininity, sexuality, sisterhood as well as wom-

anhood as desirable and spiritual aspects of one’s person clearly show an interesting 

contrast in comparison to many traditional religious movements, where women 

have been seen as second-class, unable to take roles of authority and express sexu-

ality for a long time (Lövheim, 2013 p 156-157). I also believe that the topic of 

hope and hopefulness should be included in the topic of empowerment in a more 

direct way – because while empowerment focuses on giving women the internal 

belief that they can do whatever they need to on their own and the ability to do so, 

I believe that a first step in that direction is giving that woman hope and combatting 

a feeling of hopelessness. 

 

It is worth more study to gain insights into the nature of the changes within religion 

as a concept at large, and how the idea of the structures around religion have devel-

oped. I believe that a theory of empowerment within religion could help with that 

cause. If a more encompassing theory of empowerment was developed, which in-

cluded specifically how gender and religion interacts in both a historical and a cur-

rent perspective, it could also help encourage future studies on the topic of empow-

erment within religion, not only in terms of new-age movements but also on a wider 

spectrum.  

 

5.2. Methodological Reflection 

I believe that content analysis was the only feasible way of conducting this study, 

however, I could of course have found different approaches to it. Since a majority 

of the photos had text on them, another way I could have conducted the content 

analysis would have been to work with the text on the images and in the comments, 

which would mean I could have used citations rather than images to highlight dif-

ferent points in my results. It would also have been an option to examine comments 

in amount and content, as well as number of likes, more closely, to further examine 
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how followers interact with the posted content: what topics are the most popular 

amongst viewers? Which cause the highest response-rate? Are there controversies 

and conflicts in the comments? Answers to these questions could possibly have 

provided another layer to the study, with a further focus on what is appreciated by 

the content consumers, rather than just what is posted. However, with the amount 

of time I had and the options available to me, I do believe that the method I chose 

was very beneficial to the nature of the examined topic.  

 

Had the scope of the study been larger I would have taken the chance to have more 

material gathered and a secondary person go through and categorize the material 

with me. Since this study was conducted by one person, while I could go through 

the material multiple times and make sure that the sorting into categories was done 

thoroughly, I could not ensure that possible bias toward one or several categories 

or topics were revealed. Perhaps a second person would have found entirely differ-

ent categories than what I could find, and perhaps doubling the number of images 

included in the study would completely change the spread of images in the results 

(see table 1).  

 

I also believe that through focusing on transparency and internal logic and validity, 

I have made the statements about the study as to show what empowerment looks 

like on one specific account, while still allowing for questions to be raised regarding 

how the wicca and witchcraft movements interact with empowerment for women 

on a larger scale. All images used in the study could not be included in the results 

section, however, they are available in compendium 1.  

5.3. Empirical reflection  

While the studies mentioned above in the previous research section do not interact 

with the exact same topic as I have studied, many of them reflect on the nature of 

wicca and witchcraft or other religions on social media and the movements rela-

tionship to feminism and gender.  

 

At large, the findings of my study do align with the findings of other studies. The 

nature of wicca and witchcraft on a new modern platform allows for the women 

engaged in the topic to define their own spirituality and the rules and beliefs sur-

rounding it. Both Miller (2022), Lövheim & Lundmark (2019), Spajic (2020) and 

Bååth (2012) found that the nature of religion online is particularly beneficial in its 

individualistic approach – because there are no unified rules, the individual person 

becomes more in charge of their own religion and there is more opportunity to have 

open discussions about the nature of the spirituality and what the individual be-

lieves. While all the studies may not have specifically focused on the term empow-

erment, I would claim that this is the same type of spiritual empowerment found in 

my results and conclusions.  

 

I have also found some results that align with Miller’s statement that wicca can be 

a very aesthetic and consumeristic focused religion, seeing two of the eleven cate-

gories I found while analysing the material are fashion and advertisement. How-

ever, unlike Miller’s study on TikTok, I did not find that those categories were in 

the forefront, or that it was ever communicated as a must or an obligation to 
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followers of @Witchyfeelings_. Rather, the posts that were advertisements or prod-

uct reviews were quite uncommon, and the artwork communicating messages of 

encouragement, acceptance and self-improvement were more frequently seen.  

 

Certain questions have been raised by this study that I believe could be rewarding 

to study further. The topic of how astrology is used in current media is one of those; 

astrology has alongside wicca and witchcraft been one of the topics that is very 

visible on social media, and I do believe that the topic of its influence and its pur-

pose could hold some fascinating answers. Further conducting studies on the nature 

of new media such as Instagram and TikTok in relationship to religion and young 

people also piques a certain interest. In order to predict and understand the devel-

opment of what religion is and how it is perceived and communicated in an audi-

ence that it less likely to visit church, read newspapers, or watch full-length docu-

mentaries, we must understand that these new media sources have become incredi-

bly influential in younger age groups, and are certainly worthy of further study.  
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Summary 

Through this study I have examined the Instagram account @witchyfeelings_ and 

the way it interacts with topics of femininity, gender and female empowerment 

though posted images. Using a social constructionist perspective and theory of fem-

inism and empowerment I have found that images posted sort into eleven different 

categories: Acceptance, Advertisement, Astrology, Death/Darkness, Fashion/Style, 

Friendship, Magic, Manifestation, Romance, Self-Improvement, and Sexuality.  

 

When analysing the contents of each category and each image, I have found that 

throughout the images there is an intention of encouraging women to help them-

selves to improve their own lives, through both spiritual, mental, and practical 

means. I have further found that astrology is used as a way of creating posts that 

followers can relate to and identify with to help them feel more included and seen. 

Positive and occasionally negative relationships are shown and discussed through 

the posted images, both in terms of friendship and romance, to both be a support 

for women who are going through difficulties and to be an encouragement to seek 

out supportive interpersonal relationships. The posted images also include more 

unconventional or religiously subversive posts, including themes of death and dark-

ness, and sexuality and nudity. These images can help women feel more empowered 

on a personal level. 

 

This study has found that the account @Witchyfeelings_ intends to create an at-

mosphere where women feel encouraged, more confident, and more able to create 

a life where they are in control. It has also found that in contrast to more traditional 

religious movements, the image of wicca and witchcraft on the account does not 

put a leader in any type of central role; rather, it is posts with a large variety of 

content from different sources that take up a majority of the space, which helps 

women feel more authority within their own spiritual lives as well, creating em-

powerment on two levels: both the spiritual, and the personal. 
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Compendium 

Compendium 1: Images fetched from account @Witchyfeelings_ 
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